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                          INDIAN SCHOOL AL WADI AL KABIR 
 
  

     REVISION FOR MID TERM EXAMINATION 
2022 – 2023 

NAME: DATE:      

CLASS: III   SEC: __ ROLL NO: ___ SUBJECT: EVS  MARKS: 30 
TIME:  2 HOURS 

General Instructions: 

● This paper consists of 3 sections and 4 pages. 
● Marks are indicated against each question. 
● All questions are compulsory. 

SECTION - A 

I. Choose and circle the correct answer.                  (5 marks) 

1. _____________________ are the people who keep moving from one place to another in 

search of food and water.  

a) nomads      b) farmer       c) dweller      

2. A _______________ rooftop allows the rainwater or the snow to fall down easily. 

a) tents          b) slanting         c) stilt    

3. Landmarks are represented on a sketch in the form of _______________. 

a) letters              b) formula           c) symbols 

4. A ______________ is a drawing of a neighborhood, city or country. 

a) atlas          b) map         c) image     

5. We use a hand-pump to draw _________________ water. 

          a) surface           b) underground      c) river       

6. If we do not drink water for a long time, we feel ________________.   

a) hungry    b) thirsty     c) healthy 

7. _____________________ is the main source of water on the Earth.  

a) river              b) rain           c) ocean           

8. The _______________ plant grows only in water. 

a) cactus     b) neem    c) lotus         
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9. The ________________ stores water in its stomach . 

a) lion         b) camel             c) elephant                

10. Plants get water through their __________________ 

a) flowers       b) leaves        c) roots 

 

II. Match the following.           (3 marks) 

COLUMN A COLUMN B 

1. igloo a. Sabarmati River 

2. multi – storey buildings b. special house  

3. symbol for school c. an aquatic animal 

4. book of maps d. pakka house 

5. Ahmedabad e. atlas 

6. fish f.  S 

 

1. ______ 2. ______ 3. ______ 4. ______ 5. ______ 6. ______ 

 

III. State whether the following statements are True or False                     (4 marks) 

 

1. A house made of bricks, steel and cements is a Kaccha House . ________________ 

2. Houses protect humans from heat, cold, rains, wild animals and thieves.  ______________ 

3. We take the help of the colony map to locate a place in the city.  ________________ 

4. The explanation of a symbol is called a key. ________________ 

5. Boiling water stores germs.  ________________ 

6. We can store water in buckets, jugs, tanks and drums. ________________ 

7. An elephant uses its trunk to shower water on its body. _________________ 

8. Plants do not need to make their own food. ________________ 
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IV. Circle the odd one out.         (2 marks) 

 

1. pakka house, flats, kaccha house, rooftop 

2. north, south, city, east 

3. drinking, eating, bathing, washing 

4. fish, whale, octopus, camel 

 

SECTION – B 

    V.      Observe the given pictures and answer the questions that follow.             (12 marks) 

 

1.  

 
                               

a) The Cafe is to the _____________ of the High Street. 

 

b) The Dunes are to the ____________ of Fish Market. 

 

c) High Street is to the ____________ of the Cafe. 

 

d) The Fish Market is to the _______________ of the Dunes. 
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2.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a) Name the process: ______________________________ 

 

b) What does a seed need to grow into a seedling? 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

c) What will happen to a dry seed if you try to grow it? Why? 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

SECTION – C 

Answer the following questions.                                                                      (4 marks) 

1. a) What is a landmark? 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

b) How do landmarks help us? 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________ 
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2. Why do plants need water to survive? (2 points) 

(i) 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

(ii) 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________ 


